CHAPTER V
play
HPHE study of law, with its inevitable emphasis on the
misfortunes and misfits of society, tends to give an
unattractive picture of the society in question. Our impression
of Greek society in the eighth century, if left to depend
entirely on homicide-law, sex-restrictions, superstition, and
magic, may easily become lopsided. As a corrective, let us
remind ourselves of the success, the growth, and the stability
of this society. If it does not develop and change with the
brilliant but unstable swiftness of " Renaissance" and
classical Greece, yet growth there is. Political forms were
changing, as we saw. Population was growing ; the sudden
outbreak of Greek colonization at the end of our period is
the proof of it. There are other matters which we can best
consider when taking a survey of the political map of Greece
hi this age ; the introduction of the thoroughbred horse and
of cavalry instead of chariotry, and the evolution of the
phalanx of pikemen ; foreign trade-contacts, and the part
played by Phoenicians. Above all, new contacts between
states were developing, as yet on a small scale only, to take
the place of that political union of Greece which had existed
for a moment in late Minoan times, and had gone down in the
debacle. The villages of this or that district group themselves
in an amphiktiony or League of Neighbours, usually for the
pious purpose of unhampered worship in due season at some
holy place. Some regions or tribes went further and founded
genuine more or less closely-knit territorial states, Attica,
Boiotia, the Phokian League. Even when a league remained
merely a religious amphiktiony, whose members might go to
war with each other between-whiles, still its influence was
not unimportant. Combination for any purpose, however
limited, led to a fellow-feeling; the savagery of war was
often mitigated, as between members, by agreement or
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